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This historic book may have numerous typos and missing text. Purchasers can usually download a
free scanned copy of the original book (without typos) from the publisher. Not indexed. Not
illustrated. 1911 edition. Excerpt: ... section I history of stone-printing part I from 1796 to 1800 S my
father, Peter Senefelder of Konigshofen in Franken, was Jljl court actor in Munich, I had ample
opportunity in early youth to see and read many theatrical pieces. Thus I developed such a love for
this branch of literature and for the theatre that I would have become an actor myself had I been
permitted to obey my inclination. But my father, who was determined not to permit any of his
children to choose the stage, compelled me to study law. I could satisfy my longings only
occasionally by playing a few times in private theatricals and by venturing on a few dramatic writings
in my hours of recreation. In my eighteenth year (1789) the question arose, at a gathering of
youngsters, as to how we should entertain ourselves in the approaching Carnival time. We decided
to give a little private play. Many pieces were proposed, but none seemed suitable, because each
one wished to play a good and suitable part, and, besides, we could not fill most of the parts, as we
lacked women. We were almost giving up hope when Herr Kuerzinger, now court actor, proposed to
me to write a play, as I had begun one shortly before that happened to suit each of my friends. I
finished the little piece, Die Madchen Kenner, in a short time. It was ready for production, when
through accident we were disappointed about securing the private theatre on which we had
counted. We were emboldened to request leave to produce it in the Kurfiirst&apos;s Court Theatre
and succeeded, thanks to my father&apos;s aid. The over-kind praise which it won encouraged me
to have the play printed. Although I was pretty generous with free copies among my friends, I
received so much from Lentner, the book-dealer in Munich, that a net profit...
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